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Chest Of Drawers Walnut Louis Philippe Late Nineteenth, 

1 400 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Solid wood

Length : 1m30 (51,18 inch)

Height : 95 cm (37,40 inch)

Depth : 60 cm (23,62 inch)
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Dealer

Antiquités Guideau
Meubles  XVIII, XIX, XXème siècle

Mobile : 0680725502

Rue de la Corderie

Saint-Clément-de-la-Place 49370

Description

French dresser Louis Philippe late 19th century.

The wood is walnut.

This dresser is equipped with five drawers. The

fifth drawer is a secret drawer concealed in the

cabinet plinth. The drawers are mounted dovetail

ensuring perfect strength. The drawers can be

opened daily and hold many sometimes heavy

objects. They slide perfectly.

The back of the dresser has solid wood panels so

very resistant.

The entrances are beautifully chiseled. They are

made of brass. Each lock has its own key.

The dresser is perfectly stable. It rests on low feet

called clogs that respect the shape of the furniture

both front and back.

The top of the dresser is a black stone marble

inlaid with white veins. The marble is in perfect



condition.

In the 19th century all famous houses had a Louis

Philippe dresser with simple and elegant lines.

The dresser has its place in all the rooms of your

house and will be the most beautiful effect.

It will attract attention by the quality of the wood,

the softness of its lines. It will bring warmth,

relaxation and well-being to your interior.

Its creator invites to understand, to forge an

intimate and unique relationship. This piece of

furniture passed from generation to generation

enriches its history by settling in your interior. In

turn, you will bring your life story puzzle

piece. You will highlight it by playing with its

lines. You will place on its marble your favorite

objects.

It is a piece of furniture of character.

The interior of the furniture has been cleaned so

that the objects are stored in a very healthy and

odorless environment.


